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Development Research Communication & Services Centre

58A Dharmatala Road, Bose Pukur, Kasba, Calcutta - 700 042

AGRICULTURE

— AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Book

Khaddya Surakhya Aien Kemon Holo? - 9325 / 07.01A.30/

KUN

Kundu, Subrata  &  Chattopadhyay, Sanjeeb(Ed)

Sub : Food Policy / Act/ Food Security

Pub : DRCSC, 58A Dharmotala Road, Bosepukur, Kolkata-

700042

2014, 68p;  50/-

This dossier on discourses to reconsider Food Security  Act.

SA group of renowned intellectuals express their analysis

on food security Act Introduces by Govt. of India. The high-

lighted points of the act are briefed at the end.

Krishi O Krishan Swaraj Niti - 9367/ 07.01A.10/ KUN

Kundu, Subrata (Ed)

Sub. : Agricultural Policy / Agriworkers

Pub : DRCSC, 58A Dharmotala Road, Bosepukur, Kolkata-

700042

2014,  31p;

The current status of country agriculture,The status of West

Bengal, its problems and constraints and an alternative

policy designe are in complete illustration in this booklet.

Subuj Biplab Bipanna Swadesh -9368 /07.01A.20 /KUN

Kundu, Subrata (Ed)

Sub : Agricultual Projects / Green Revolution

Pub : DRCSC, 58A Dharmotala Road, Bosepukur, Kolkata-

700042

2014, 41p;

The prevailing ditichotomy in National Agriculture Policy is,

states effort to compensate on first green revolution in one

hand and all our welcome to BGREI on the other. The content

of the booklet tends to draw a clear vision to the ambivalence.

Article
National Food Security Act : Work in Progress - 9375/

07.01A.30 / BHU

Bhushan, Himanshu

Sub. Food Policy / National Policy / Act / food Security

Pub : Yojana, C/O Yojana Bhavan, Samad Marg, New Delhi

- 110001

2013, Vol. 57 , Issue Dec,4-7p;

The article discusses on National Food security Act (NFSA).

The scenario, as pointed out by the article is not at all rosy

instead there are serious points of concern, in terms of the

cost which contains either exaggerated or fictitious quantities.

NFS, which entirely depends on the exsisting Public

Distribution System (PDS), but the latter system has serious

inefficiency issues as pointed out by the article. The article

also pointed out that NFS will have face challenges of

implementation at the ground level.

The food Security Act (FSA) : Fiscal Implications - 2013-14

to 2015-2016 - 9376/ 07.01A.30 / MIS

Mishra, Prachi

Sub. Food Policy /Act / Food Security

Pub : Yojana, C/O Yojana Bhavan, Samad Marg, New Delhi

- 110001

2013, Vol. 57, Issue- Dec, 8-12p;

The article has discussed the economic and financial

aspects of the FSA. The National Food Security Bill stands

as a landmark legislation and perhaps is the largest food

security program in the world. The article is fortified with

extensive tables with fiscal calculations.

Food Security Bill : Would It Wipe Out Hunger and

Malnutrition?- 9377/ 07.01A.30 / PAR

Parikh, Kirti S

Sub. Food Policy / Hunger / Malnutririon/ Food Security

Pub : Yojana, C/O Yojana Bhavan, Samad Marg, New Delhi

- 110001

2013, Vol. 57, Issue- Dec,18-21p;

The article is organised into questions, which clearly depicts

the state of the Food Security Bill, that has been passed by

the Lok Shava. The questions are based on Need, Coveage,

Beneficiaries, Effectiveness, Impact on Hunger, Malnutrition,

Food Grain Production, Cost and financial implications.

Interestingly the article has also raised the question, that

whether this the best way to reach the objectives.

Implementing the Food Security Act

- 9378/ 07.01A.30 / SWA

Swaminathan, Madhura

Sub. Food Policy / Act/ Food Security

Pub : Yojana, C/O Yojana Bhavan, Samad Marg, New Delhi

- 110001

2013, Vol. 57, Issue- Dec,22-21p;

The article discusses about the measures that should go

along with the Food Security Bill, to eradicate the mass

malnutrition. The article points out the case of Brazil, which

by means of constitutional Amendment, the right to food
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was added to the list of social rights to the national

constitution. In short the article specially points to the political

commitment backed by financial resources, which will only

lead to major changes in food insecurity in the country.

Some reflections on the National Food Security Act- 9379/

07.01A.30 / KOT

Kotwal, Ashok & Others

Sub. Food Policy / National Policy/ Act/ Food Security

Pub : Yojana, C/O Yojana Bhavan, Samad Marg,

New Delhi - 110001

2013, Vol. 57, Issue- Dec,25-29p;

The article has looked back at the Food Security Bill, passed

unanimously at the Parliament, critically to assess, whether

it can really move the stones in the path of providing proper

nutrition to the population of India.

Food Security Act : Financial Implicationst- 9380/ 07.01A.30

/ JHA

Jha, Parveen

Sub. Food Policy / Act/  Financial Implications/ Food Secu-

rity

Pub : Yojana, C/O Yojana Bhavan, Samad Marg, New Delhi

- 110001

2013, Vol. 57, Issue- Dec, 56-62p;

As the namesuggests the article looks at the financial

implications of the Food Security  Act. There are detail table

within the article, which contains figures indicating financial

scenario and this will give an explicit idea on whether the

demous malnutrition and food insecurity can suscessfully

be eliminated.

Water Security : Way to Achieve Sustainable Food

Security - 9381/ 07.01A.30 / KAR

Karmakar, Dinabandhu

Sub. Food Policy / WaterPolicy / Food Security

Pub : Yojana, C/O Yojana Bhavan, Samad Marg,

New Delhi - 110001

2013, Vol. 57, Issue- Dec, 75 -80p;

The article talks about the use of water, and the concerns on

it in terms of agrarian practices. The article holds the view

that the National Water Policy might be modified to be more

sensitive, which depend on mono-cropped rain-fed pracice,

which ishighly uncertain. Few statistics within the article

shows relevant facts and figures. Interesting photographs

also proves the point.

In Kind Food Transfer - II Impact On Nutrition and

Implications for Food Security and Its Costs - 9384/

07.01A.30 / HIM

Himanshu & Sen, Abhijit

Sub. Food Policy / Nutrition / Food Security

Pub : EPW, 320-321 A to Z ao Industrial Estate, Ganpatrao

Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013

2013, Vol. XLVIII, Issue-47,  60 -73p;

This article is the second part of the In Kind Food Transfers.

This article is a result of Econometric analysis using sample

caloric demand function, with respect to PDS, MDM as a

part of community services of the Government. Within the

article a set of 8 charts present caloric Engel Curves for a

set of years for four distinct set of households in both rural

and urban areas.

E-Book
Rural Women And Food security In India- E0690/

07.01A.30 / BAL

Balakrishnan, Revathi & Others

Sub :Food Policy/ Women/ Food Security

Pub: FAO regional Office, Maliwan Mansion,39

2005, 105p;

This publication presents an overview of both the substan-

tial contribution made by rural womento the economies in

the region and the persisting barriers to their

advancement.The framework of analysis , data and

informationreviewed together illustrate the complexity of

rural women’s work in the region and offer a broad per-

spective on women’s economic and social contribition as

well as on the barriers they encounter in accessing re-

sources.

-LAND ECONOMICS

Book
Bhumi Sanskarer Hal-Hakikat- 9313/ 07.02.12/ DEY

Dey, Pranab

Sub : Land Reforms

Pub : Nagarik Manch, 134 Raja Rajendralal Mitra Road,

Kolkata - 700085

2013, 40p; 40/-

The author discusses on the land reform in India  in brief.

He refers the land system in the pre Independet period and

land reforms in independentperiod. Upper limit of land

holding,the impact of incomplete land reform.

Article
 A Land Of Their Own -9340/ 07.02.15/ PAR

Parida, sabita

Sub : Land Ownership/ Women farmers/

Pub : Down to Earth, C/O Society for Environmental

Communications,41 Tughlakabad Institutional Area,

N.D.110062

2014, vol. 22, Issue 18, 53p;

The article specifically challenges the prevelent idea of the

society in terms of owning of land by the womenfolk. Statistics

say that 75% of India's rural female workforce is in

agriculture in cintrast to 59% of male workforce.

--AGRICULTURALENTERPRISE

Book
Tevaga Sangram (Peasant Struggle for Tevaga)- 9318/

07.03.23/ ROY

Roy, Suprakash

Sub :Agricultural workers/Peasant Movements

Pub : Radical Impression, 43 Beniyatola Lane, Kolkata -

700009

Isbn.: 978-81-85459-00-4

2011, revised Edition, 80p;  60/-

The author evaluates the renowned peasant movement in

Bengal named 'Tevaga Krishak Andolan' under the light of

marxism  but also discusses the

-CULTIVATION PRACTICES

Book
National Writeshop on Best Practices in Sustainable
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Agriculture (Case Studies Compendium Draft)- 9324/

07.05A.10 / NAB

NABARD & ACCESS

Sub. : Agricultural Systems / Compendium/ Case Study/

sustainable Agriculture

Pub.: NABARD & ACCESS

2011, 89p;

This draft compendium presents some case studies which are

mentioned at the National writeshop on Best practices in Sustain-

able Agriculture on 4th & 5th August, 2011 in Kolkata.

PLANT PROTECTION

Book
Susanhata Sashya Suraksha I P M- 9319/ 07.05B.10 / NAY

Nayban, Gostho

Sub : Pest & Disease Management/ Weed Management

Pub :  SATSA, 8D, Krishna Laha Lane, Kolkata - 700012

2008, 2nd edition, 38p; 10/-

This booklet deals with the Integrated Pest Management

(IPM) to control the pests and disease of the crops. It mentions

that the integrated pest management  is very important to

bring agriculture in sustainable condition.

PLANT PRODUCTION

Article
Rice At Risk - 9339/ 07.07.10 / SUC

Suchitra,M

Sub : Food Crops/Plantation & Industrial Crops/ Agricul-

tural Production

Pub: Down to Earth, C/O Society for Environmental

Communications, 41 Tughlakabad Institutional Area, New

Delhi - 110062

2014,Vol. 22, Issue-18, 18-24p;

The cultivation of staple food crop of India, which is rice is at

stake. The rice cultivation is longer a viable alternative for

most of the farmers. The higher cost of production than ei-

ther banana or rubber is pushing cultivation of paddy to the

backseat. Graphical representation within the article provides

a more vivid picture. Within a differently coloured box, in the

article, another enumecration is portrayed. The fallow fields

of Wadakkamcherry block Panchayat, is sowed for paddy,

and that practice have enhvened the life of many in that area.

The author, have put forward the promulgation of practice of

sustainable rice farming, with government intervention, in

form of institutional support, availability of quality seeds,

mechanization, better storage etc.

Release of Bt - Brinjal in Bangladesh  - 9383 / 07.07.14 /

CHA

Chakraborty, Tushar

Sub : Vegetable & Tubers/ Agri.Research/ GMO Crops

Pub:EPW, 320-321 A to Z ao Industrial Estate, Ganpatrao

Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013

2014, Vol. XLIX, Issue - 6, 24-26p;

The article deals with the release of Bt -Brinjal in the South

and South east Asia. The author of this article has pointed

out pointed out the chance of transgenic contamination of

the varities of brinjal in this region. It is noteworthy that the

political instability is playing a conduacive role in promotion

of these vegetables. Various scenarios have been very

explicitly dealt in this article.

-FORESTRY

Article
Call the Wild - 9341/ 07.08.20 / RAM

Ramnath, Madhu

Sub : Forest Products/ Tribal communities/ Plant Pro-

duction/ Cereals/ Cash Crops

Pub: Down to Earth, C/O Society for Environmental

Communications,41 Tughlakabad Institutional Area,

New Delhi - 110062

2014,Vol. 22, Issue-19, 48-50p;

The traditional food system, originating from nature are

a staple diet for tribal communities. The article narrates

about the constant threat that is being put ontothem

from cereals and cash crops, like sugarcane, soyabean

and cotton. Within the article there is a narrative on an

unusual delicacy that is inherent to the tribes of Central

India. The recipe is also clearly mentioned for the read-

ers.

-BIOLOGY / FOOD / HEALTH

Book
Ayurved Bigyan- 9317/ 15.04.00 / BAN

Bandopadhyay, Ashok

Sub : Traditional Medicine

Pub :  Barun Bhattacharya, Utsa Manush, B.D. 494,

Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700064

Isbn.: 81-86371-30-7

2006,  138p; 50/-

The special issue of "Utsa Manush Patrika" 2006 had

covered the issue Ayurvedic Medicine and treatment.

This book is the compilation of writings which were

published in that magazine. Four new articles are

included in this new book with the old articles. Some

articles are included after a thorough revision.This book

tries to see the Ayurvedic treatment from a total

perspective.

Ghoroa Beshaj Bagan Toiri O Prathamik Chikitshaye

Tar Byabohar-9356 /15.04.00 /TSR

TSRD & FLRHT

Sub : Traditional Medicine / Medicinal & Dye Plants/

Herbal Medicine

Pub : TSRD,46B, Arobindo Sarani, Kolkata - 700005

2008, 47+Vp;

This handbook is the result of the work of the Tagore

Society for rural Development's work with herbal home

remedies across their five projects throughout West

Bengal.

Role and Contribution of Voluntary Organizations in

Health & Nutrition - 9361 / 15.04.00 / VAN

VANI

Sub : Health / Nutrition/ Voluntary Organizations

Pub : VANI, BB-5, Ist Floor,Greater Kailash Enclave - II,

New Delhi - 110 048

2014, 16p;

Based on the picture related to lack of basic health care

service and lack of nutrition in rural India this primer

says that the interventions of voluntary organizaions in

providing a good quality of life to people by building up
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the health and nutritional aspect following the activities

like : Strengthening local health care delivery system;

Raising awareness and empowering the masses for the

preventive health care facilities; Reaching a wider range

of the rural community; Efficient and cost- effective services

rendered by the Vos; Service Delivery; Research - based

Advocacy; Budget  Advocacy on Health; Rights and Entitle-

ments. It also refers key challenges such as  Low funding;

Poor Connectivity & Remoteness Inadequate Funding

Mobilization ;  Lack of trained and committed staff and

workforce; Challenged for taking up rights - based initia-

tives etc  are confronting Vos in India taking up issues on

Health and Nutrition.

Article
Child Health in West Bengal - Compassions With Other

Regions in India -9382 / 15.04.00 / MAT

Maitra, Pushkar & Ray, Ranjan

Sub : Child Health / Malnutrition / Child Mortality

Pub : EPW, 320-321 A to Z ao Industrial Estate, Ganpatrao

Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013

2013, Vol. XLVIII, Issue -49. 50-58p;

The article has described issues related to child health in

West Bengal. The article measured this with four interre-

lated indicators, child malnourishment, parental, infant,

and child mortality rates. The article has drawn a very clear

picture in a very exhaustive way with graphs and value

charts. Besides the article has produced an exhaustive

table of values of the indicators of child health.

E-Book
A Systematic Review of Agricultural Interventions - E0688

/15.03.00/ MAS

Masset,Edoardo &Others

Sub : Nutrition / Children

Pub : EPPI - Centre, Social cience Research Unit

2011, 67p;

This report is a systematic review of the inmpact of potential

win-wi Agricultural interventions that aim to iprove childrens’

nutritional status by improving the incomes and the diet of

the rural poor.

ECONOMY / INTERNATIONAL COOPERA-

TION

Book
Unnayan, Prahasan, Pratibad, Santras-9323 / 01.01.00/

JOA

Joardar, Manas

Sub : Development Projects / Protest Movement /

Terrorism

Pub :Nagarik Mancha, 134 Raja Rajendra Lal Mitra Road,

Room 7, Block B(2nd Floor) Kol-85

2012, 56p; 35/-

This book is a compilation of articles writen by authors in

different times and published in various papers.He mainly

points out  the miserable condition which faced by people

in the name of development . People specially who are

backward classes, tribal, forestdwellers,marginal

people are  evicted from their shelter and lose their

livelihoods due to so called development.He also

highlights the people's movement against these

He mainly points out  the miserable condition which faced by

people in the name of development . People specially who

are backward classes, tribal, forestdwellers,marginal people

are  evicted from their shelter and lose their livelihoods due

to so called development.He also highlights the people's

movement against these development are organised by

these evicted, opressed people to protect themselves. The

rulers also try to stop their protest by law, torture, murder,

rape, terrorism.

Cotribution and Challenges of Voluntary Organizations

working With Tribals- 9363 /01.01.00 /VAN

VANI

Sub : Development Programmes / Tribes / Voluntary

Organizations

Pub : VANI, BB-5, Ist Floor,Greater Kailash Enclave - II, New

Delhi -110048

2014, 12p;

The scheduled tribes who predominate certain areas of the

country still live in their tribal ways and observe their own

peculiar customs and culural norms.This primer of the study

report describes the role of Voluntary Organisations in the

development for the scheduled tribes with their local roots. It

mentions that in the certain cases it is observed that the Vos

are in a better position to implement the schemes of the

government for the tribals.The study focuses on issues and

problems pertaining to the role of Vos in tribes across the

country in a three-pronged strategy namely : i)Research and

advocacy ii)capacity - building and iii) Rights-based approach.

Lasty it includes some recommendations.

Contribution and Challenges of Voluntary Organizations

Working With Women - 9364 / 02.01.00 / VAN

VANI

Sub : Women Empowerment / Voluntary Organizations

Pub :VANI, BB-5, Ist Floor,Greater Kailash Enclave - II, New

Delhi -110014

2014, 12p;

This booklet discusses on the contribution of voluntary

organisations towards the socio-economic empowerment

of women and mentions the challenges which they have faced

to work in the issue like Women's Right. It points out that in

India, VOS are involved in three categories of work related to

women's  issues like Research and advocacy, Service

Delivery, Right & Entitlement.Lastly it places some

suggestions.

Biswa Arthanityer Sankat O Bharatiya Arthanity - 9314 /

03.02.00 / BAN

Bandyopadhaya, Debdas & Dasgupta, Byasdeb

Sub : Economic Crisis / International Economy / National

Economy / Globalization

Pub :Nagarik Manch, 134 Raja Rajendralal Mitra Road,

Kolkata - 700085

2013, 32p; 35/-

This book deals with the economic crisis in reference with

the international economic crisis and its impact on national

economy. This booklet presents two lectures which were

delivered by the authors in a programme. 1st lecture  has

They said hat before understand the today’s global economic

focused on the global economic recess and its impact in

Indian economy. 2nd one has lighted on the crisis of the

global economy.
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crisis it is important to understad the perspectives of global

economy. Because this economic crisis is the result of the

economic-political processes which have been exsisting

along with last four decades. These processes are - New-

broad Idealism, Globalization, Global capitalism and

Economization.

Sunderban : Bikalpa Jibika (Sunderban : Alyernative

Livelihood) - 9334 / 03.02.00 / DAS

Das, Anshuman

Sub : Livelihoods / Coastal Region

Pub : DRCSC, 58A Dharmotala road, Bosepukur, Kolkata -

700 042

2013, 12p;

 In current days the livelihood of the people in Sunderban

coastal region is affected by the impact of climate change.

This booklet presents some alternative paths of livelihoods

which may practice by the vulnerable people simultaneously

with their main profession.

E-Book
Project Design and Handbook - E0694 / 01.01.00 / CAL

Caldwell, Richard

Sub : Project Planning / Handbook

Pub : CARE International, 151 Ellis Street NE, Atlanta

2002, 176p;

This guide introduces a conceptual framework, or roadmap,

to program and project planning. It is designed to help

development practioners understand the process of

design specifically as it relates to development assistance

promoted by CARE. The terminology and stages of design

that will be presented are consistent with CARE’s Impact

Evaluation Initiative Guidelines  and the CI Project Standards

that offer normsand practices that will help

programmersdesign projects for impact using CARE

frameworks. The purpose of this handbook is to provide

one with a general understandingof project design

procedures and witht the several new skills that can

improve the quality of the programs and projects that one

take part in designing.

--EDUCATION  /  TRAINING

Book
Prashikshan Pathopokaran - Sabhapati O sahakari

Sabhapatider - 9329 / 06.05.00 / P&R

P&RD, GWB

Sub : Trainining Curriculum / Local Government /

Panchayat

Pub : State P&RD, GWB, Klayani, Nadia, West Bengal

2013, 260p;

This book presents the training curriculum on panchayet

system . It contais two parts. Ist part covers the evolution of

panchayet system, the role and responsibility of panchayet

samity, power and responsibility of presiden and asst.

president of panchayet samity, build up of sthayi samity

and role & responsibility of samity, financial management

of sthayi samity, audit, accounts, etc. 2nd part covers  history

of rural development, role & responsibility of president and

panchayet in development, food security, system of getting

ration card, collection of food crops, consumer protection,

schmes for social  benifit, public health, education, land

reform, agriculture, forest, irrigation, cooperative, animal

resource development, self-employedd schemes,

mgnerga scheme etc.

Gana Chintaye Prathamik Shiksha "Shikshar Adhikar:Ain

O Amader Noitik Daybhadhata -9352 / 06.03.00 / PRT

Pratichi (India) Trust

Sub :Primary Education / Right To Education / ACT

Pub : Pratichi (India) Trust,179, grond Floor, Street no.-

18,Pratap nagar, Mayurvihar-1, New Delhi -110091

2010, 96p;

This book presents the compilation of papers which were

presented at the mass discussion  "Shikshar Adhikar : Ain

O Amader Noitk Daybhaddhata" organised by Pratichi (Inda)

Trust at Bolpur on 29-30 July,2010. The introductary note

and recommendations are also included with the papers

in this book. Papers discuss the Right to Education Act

and our moral responsibil ity related to primary

education.Infrastructure, curriculum,quality of education,

teacher -parent relationship, Mid- Day- Meal, general school

system etc. are discussed.It gives impetous to the condition

of the children of marginal family in discussion. The

limitations of the act are highlited from the child labour

perspective. This compilation may helps to formation of

Primary  education policy and  helps  to organise the

movement for Right to education.

E-Book
Participatory Learning and Action - E0697 / 06.05.00 /

ASH

Ashley, Holly & Others (Ed)

Sub : Training Methodology / Participatory Rural Appraisal

Pub : IIED, 80-86 Gray’s Inn Road, London WC1X, UK

2011, 192p;

This publications shares reflections and experiences of

bringing grassroots knowledge and information from

participatory processes to bear at international level. It ex-

amines the possibilities and challenges involved - as well

as strategies for strengthening practice. It aims to inspire

other empowered activists working with NGOs to be a

conscious and active part of change : to bring about more

accountable, equitable and participatory development.

-INDUSTRY

Book
Jwalani, Jal, Khadhya O Jono-Niyantraner Galpo- 9315 /

08.11.00 / DEY

Das, Dipankar

sub : Fuels / Water/ Food

Pub : Bibhas Sarkar, 47, Surya Sen Street, Kolkata -

700009

2013, 52p; 40/-

The author tries to find out the relation of mineral oil with

Agriculture policy, relation of agriculture system with fodder,

animal food  and relation of food crisis and population

contro with all the above issues. The author analyses all

these issues from the economic perspective which is very

important aspects.The answers of mainly five questions

are searching by author : Why the state provides subsidy

on the food, petro-product for so long time , is it for only

povrty reduction? What is the result ofgovt. Subsidy in food
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security and people's livelihood? What is the reason behind

to decrease the subsidy in Petro-product suddenly? Does

monopolistic control of capitals of multinational in retail

business toto creat crisis in supply of bread & butter of

general people? Now is it try to population contro through

food control?

Article
Beauty and the Beast- 9338 / 08.12.00 / BHU

Bhushan, Chandra & Others

Sub : Cosmetics / Toxic Metals / Health Hazards

Pub : Down to Earth C/O Society for Environmental Com-

munications, 41 Tughlakabad Institutional Area, New Delhi

- 110062

2013, Vol. 22, Issue - 17, 22-28p;

The industry respnsible for beautifying the women, is

tainted with heavy toxic metals , and its continuopus wage

bad to dermatological problems. The article conveys a very

clear picture of the scenario through bargraphs and tablesa

and it is quite alarming. Within the article in coloured box, a

narrative on a cotroversial advertisement is discribed.

-SOCIETY

Book
Medhaswatta Samparkito Kichu Sadharon Prashnottor-

9354 / 04.01.00 / BIS

Biswas, Ujjal Kr & Homchowdhury, Mahua (Ed)

Sub : Inelectual Property Rights / Patent

Pub : Patent Information Centre,& W.B State Science &

Technology Sansad, Bikash Bhavan, Salt lake, Kol-91

2006, 27p;

This book deals with the general questions related to the

information of patent  in brief to develop awareness  &

knowledge about the patent right and also the  effective

and appropriate use of assistance which is  getting from

Patent Information Centre.

Inventions : The Next Generation - An Effort of Patent

Information Centre - 04.01.00 / HOM

Homchowdhury, Mahua & Saha, Paramita (Ed)

Sub : Inteclectual Property Rights / Patent

Pub : Patent Information Centre & W.B.State Science&

Technology Sansad, Bikash Bhavan, Salt Lake,

Kol-91

2013, 59p;

Intellectual Property Rights are the right given to the  person

over the creations of their mind. A functioning  Inellectual

PropertyRegime should facilitate the trnsfer of  technology

in thform of foreign direct investment, joint  venture and

licensing. It also provides incentive and  means to finance

research and evelopment activities. In this regard this

publication captures the basic ideas of Intellectual Propery

Rights(IPR) .This publication may encourage grassroot

innovator to protect and commer-cialize their work.

Intellectual Property Right Congress: Inventions- The

Next Generations Inventions - 9358 / 04.01.00 / PIC

PIC WBSCST & PFC

Sub : Intelectual Property Rights / Patent/ Innovations

Pub :PIC WBSCST  GWB & PFC TIFC GOI

2013, 35p;

This publication contains the abstract of the innovations

in the Intellectual Property Rights, Technology and

Engineering which were presented at the Intellectual

Property Right Congress in the occasion of 15th year

celebration of Patent Information Centre.

Changing Dynamics Between Vos and Private Sector-

9331 / 05.03.00 / VAN

VANI

Sub : Voluntary Organizations / Private Sectors/ Work

Dynamics

Pub : VANI,BB-5, 1st Floor, Greater Kailash Enclave II, New

Delhi - 110048

2013, 48p;

This research study conducted by VANI to understand the

various complexities of the voluntary sector and explore

various possibilities of partnership between both the

voluntary and private sector. The study has touched upon

certain aspects of how the voluntary sector is affected by

the global financial meltdown and whar are the various

funding sources of the voluntary sector. The study has

predominantly covered  the whole dynamicsof how private

bodies and voluntary sector can work more efficiently and

productively and how they can complement each other

through mainstream involvement.The study also aims to

realize what are the difficulties  and issues faced by both

the sector so that the two sectors can work in close

alignment with each other without compromising on

voluntary sector's vision and how far this utopian idea can

be practices in reality.

Policy Guidelines for Setting Up Community Radio

Stations in India - 2006 - 9336 /05.07.00 /GOI

Minst. of I & B, GOI

Sub : Radio / Policy / Community

Pub : One World Net, One World Foundation India, C-1/

3Safdarjung Dev.Area, New Delhi -110016

2014, 14p;

In 2002, the Government of India approved a policy for the

grant of licenses for setting up of Community Radio Stations

to well established educational institutions includin IITs/

IIMs. The Govt has now decided to broad base the policy by

bringing 'Non-profit' organisations like civil society and

voluntary organisationd etc under its ambit in order to allow

greater participation by the civil society issues relating to

development & social change. This book presents  the

detail policy guidelines in this regard.

Community Radio Applications and Notifications - 9337 /

05.07.00 / GOI

Minst. Of I & B, GOI

Sub : Radio / community

Pub : One World Net, One World Foundation India, C-1/3

Safdarjung Dev.Area, New Delhi -110016

2014, 56p;

This book cotains the applications forms and notifications

issued by Minstry of Information & Broadcasting, GOI

regarding setting up of Community Radio Stations.

Cotribution and Challenges of Voluntary Organizations

working on Religious Minority - 9362 / 05.04.00 / VAN

VANI

Sub : Relegious Minority / Voluntary Organizations
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pub : VANI, BB-5, Ist Floor, Greater Kailash Enclave - II,

New Delhi - 110 048

2014, 12p;

This primer of the study report presents he contribution of

Vos towards strengthening religious minority through the

three categories of activity -i) Research and advocacy

ii)Service delivery and iii) Rights and entitlements. Some

key challenges like lack of education, rlack of right to

protection from Abuse and Exploitation etc. are also

mentioned. Recommndations are also mentioned at the

end.

Contribution and Challenges of Voluntary Organizations

Working With Dalits - 9365 / 05.03.00 / VAN

VANI

Sub : Minority Groups / Voluntary Organizations

Pub : VANI, BB-5, Ist Floor, Greater Kailash Enclave - II,

New Delhi - 110 048

2014, 12p;

This booklet deals with the contribution of voluntary

Organisations working towards issues of Dalits and

mentions the challenges. It mentions that Vos focus on

three basic components of dalit empowerment such as  i)

Research and Advocacy programme ; ii) Service delivery

like generating awareness among non-dalits and

Sensitization workshop ;iii) Rights-based entitlment. Vos

focusing on some core issues are as follows : Land

ownership/ Fighting for land rights, Right to information,

Right to education, Right to life, The right to be free from

child labour and manual scavenging. At the end it mentions

some actions as recommendation.

Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in

Humanitarian Response - 9359 / 14.04.00 / SPH

The Sphere Project

Sub : Human Settlement / Protection

Pub : SPHERE PROJECT

Isbn : 978-1-908176-00-4

2011, 3rd Edition, vi + 393p;

This handbook contains 1) A Humanitarian Charter : legal

and moral principles which reflect the rights of disaster-

affected populations.2) Protection Principles. 3) Core

standards nd minimum standards in four key life-saving

humanitarian sectors : Water supply, sanitation and

hygiene promotion; Food security and nutrition; Shelter,

settlement and non-food items; Health action. They describe

what needs to be achieved in a humanitarian response in

order for disaster - affected populations to survive and

recover in stable conditions and with dignity.

SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY

Book
Bigyan Manush O Samaj - 9316 / 18.01.00 / BHA

Bhattacharya, Srideep

Sub : Science / Human/ Society

Pub :Nabajatak Prakashan, A-64 College Street Market,

Kolkata - 700007

2004, 144p; 60/-

This book cotains compilation of 23 articles written by author

in different times for various publications. The relation of

science and society, how do the science & technology play

or to be play their  role in the evolution

and reformation of society. How we can use the science &

technology in the pos itive progress of human society - all

these are coverd by these atricles in this book.

8 Bishoy : Bigyan

1) Biswabramhander Bibartaner Galpo;

2)Arsenic Dushan O Tar Pratikar

3) Manab Bibartan Katha

4) Jibo Boicitrya

5)  Purano Sei Dhaner Katha

6) Beshajo Uddvider Loukik Byabohar O Medhaswatta

7) Kom Khoroche Chashbash

8) Adhunik  Chikitshabigyaner Itihas -9321 / 18.01.00 /

STS

Science & Technology Sansad & Dept. GWB

Sub : Science / Technology  Traditional knowledge

Pub : Science & Technology Sansad & Dept, GWB

2012, 8 folders;

This package contains 8 folders on different topics related

to Science & Technology. Folders are on- low input based

agriculture which is known as organic agriculture; Herbal

medicine and its patent; Traditional paddy seed and ts

uses; Biodiversity & coservation; Arsenic pollution and

solution; Evolution of human; Evolution of cosmos; History

of modern Medical Science.

20th Paschimbang Rajya Bigyan O Prajukti Congress

(28Feb-2March 2014) -9322 / 18.01.00 / GWB

Science & Technology Sansad & Dept. GWB

Sub : Science / Technology / Congress

Pub : Science & Technology Sansad & Dept. , GWB

2014, 436p;

This compilation contains the abstracts of the research

papers which have focused  on different areas of science

and technology and presented at the 20th West bengal

State Science and Technology Congress organised by

BESU and Science & Technology Sansad And Dept. GWB

on 28th Feb-1st March,2014. The papers cover the following

subjects : Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Life Science,

Agriculture, health Science, Social Science, Technology,

Environment with oral presentation and poster

presentation.

News

Is the projected increase in

global demand for food, feed 

and fibre by 2050

Source : FAO, August 2014

60%
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